
Ubuntu Mini PC Supplier Ubuntu TV Boxes Manufacturer



Specifications
Model No. Ubuntu Mini PC Supplier
CPU Amlogic S905X3 64-bit Quad Core ARM® Cortex™ A55 CPU
GPU G31™ MP2 GPU processor
RAM DDR3: 2GB/4GB
ROM eMMC: 32GB(Optional: 16GB/64GB)
OS Ubuntu20.04(Linux5.15)
WiFi IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac; 2.4G / 5G
Bluetooth BT4.2
Desktop lubuntu /xubuntu / lxde / xfce4
Apps & Services You can install applications or services by apt or dpkg.
Default Language English
I/O Port
HDMI 1*HDMI 2.1

USB 1* USB 3.0
2* USB 2.0

AV Out only Android
IR Reciver Remote Reciver Connect [Optional]
RTC [Optional]
LED Display Time & Icons

RJ45 Ethernet Interface;
Support 10/100/1000M

TF card slot Support 4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB/64GB
Power
Power Supply DC 5V/2A

 

 

 

























As a leading supplier of Ubuntu Mini PCs and a reputable Ubuntu TV boxes
manufacturer, we are committed to delivering high-quality, reliable, and versatile
computing and entertainment solutions to our customers.

Powerful Ubuntu OS Experience Our Ubuntu Mini PCs and TV boxes are
powered by Ubuntu OS, a Linux-based operating system known for its stability,
security, and flexibility. Users can enjoy a seamless computing experience with
access to a wide range of applications, tools, and customization options. Whether
for work, entertainment, or development purposes, Ubuntu OS offers a robust
platform that caters to diverse user needs.

Compact and Versatile Design Our Mini PCs and TV boxes feature a compact
and versatile design, making them suitable for various environments and use
cases. From home offices to media centers, these devices blend seamlessly into
any setup while offering powerful performance. The compact form factor ensures
space-saving benefits without compromising on functionality or capabilities.

Robust Hardware and Performance Equipped with high-performance



processors, ample RAM, and sufficient storage space, our Ubuntu Mini PCs and
TV boxes deliver robust hardware and reliable performance. Users can multitask
efficiently, stream multimedia content in high definition, and run demanding
applications without slowdowns or interruptions. Whether browsing the web,
editing documents, or enjoying media, our devices offer a responsive and
enjoyable experience.

Enhanced Connectivity and Compatibility Our Mini PCs and TV boxes support
a wide range of connectivity options, including Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Bluetooth, USB,
HDMI, and more. Users can easily connect to networks, peripherals, displays, and
external storage devices, ensuring seamless integration with existing setups.
Whether connecting wirelessly or via cables, our devices offer flexibility and
compatibility with various devices and configurations.

Customization and Personalization Ubuntu OS provides extensive
customization and personalization options, allowing users to tailor their
computing and entertainment experience to their preferences. From desktop
environments to software configurations, users have the freedom to create a
personalized workspace or entertainment hub that suits their needs. With access
to the Ubuntu Software Center and vast repositories, users can discover and
install a wide range of applications and tools to enhance productivity and
enjoyment.

Reliability and Support We prioritize reliability, quality, and customer
satisfaction in every product we offer. Our Mini PCs and TV boxes undergo
rigorous testing to ensure durability, performance consistency, and compatibility.
Additionally, our dedicated customer support team is available to assist with any
inquiries, technical issues, or product-related questions, providing comprehensive
support throughout the product lifecycle.

In summary, our Ubuntu Mini PCs and TV boxes combine powerful Ubuntu OS
experience, compact and versatile design, robust hardware, extensive
connectivity, customization options, and reliable support to deliver a superior
computing and entertainment solution. Partner with us to access cutting-edge
technology, reliable performance, and exceptional customer service, ensuring a
seamless and enjoyable user experience.


